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AXIOMATIC THEORY OF HARMONIC FUNCTIONS. BALAYAGE by N. BOBOC, C. CONSTANTINESCU and A. CORNEA
This paper is devoted to the theory of balayage of non-negative hyperharmonic functions on a locally compact space X on which there is given a sheaf of harmonic functions. The axioms satisfied by this sheaf represents a slightly weakened form of those introduced by H. Bauer [I] , For any non-negative hyperharmonic function s on X and any subset A of X let R^ be the greatest lower bound of the set of non-negative hyperharmonic functions on X, which dominate s on A and let R^ be the function obtained by its lower semi-continuous regularisation. We prove the following relations :
R^^R^+R^; (1) (2) (3) R^AUB^. ^AHB^R^ RBÂ .fA^t^^R^tR^.
A ^T
he same relations hold for R. We give sufficient conditions for R^ == ft^ outside A.
If there exists a large number of potentials on X an dif (x is a measure for which any finite continuous potential is integrable then there exists for any subset A of X a measure (ŝ uch that the relation (4) f\d^=f*R^dy.
holds for any finite continuous potential 5. We prove that this relation holds also in the following cases : a) X has a countably basis and A, s are arbitrary; b) Brelot's axiom D [3] is fulfilled, s is arbitrary and there exists a series of locally bounded potentials whose sum is positive on A. c) s is arbitrary and A is fine open.
R. M. Herve [4] has also proved the relations (1) and (4) under supplementary conditions: Brelot's axiom 3 is fulfilled, X has a countable basis and either A is closed or A is open or Brelot's axiom D is fulfilled.
A good many proofs done in this paper were inspired from the classic case or from Brelot's axiomatic theory. The same is true for all concepts used here (e.g. potential, fine topology, quasi-continuity) which coincide with the usual ones in the classic cases.
In order to facilitate the reading of this paper, we introduced a paragraph of preliminary results. For some of them, however, the proofs are not given here, since they are identical with the classic ones or can be found in the paragraph of preliminaries of [2] .
Preliminaries.
Let X be a locally compact space and Wo a sheaf on X of real vector spaces of real continuous functions called harmonic functions.
An open relatively-compact set U of X is called regular if it has non-empty boundary ^)U and any real continuous function f on bU possesses a unique continuous extention to U, whose restriction H^ to U is harmonic, non-negative if f is non-negative. For any regular set U and any x e U the map f-> Hy(a;) is a linear non-negative functional on the space of real continuous functions on bU; we denote by (o^ the measure on U associated with this functional and we call it harmonic measure, A numerical function on an open set U is called hyper' harmonic if a) it does not take the value -oo ; b) it is lower semi-continuous; c) any point x e= U possesses a neighbourhood U^(a;) c U such that for every regular set V, V c U^rc), and any y e= V
y) >J s dwj.
An open set U is called an MP-set if any hyperharmonic function s on U is non-negative if there exists a compact subset K, of X such that s is non-negative on U-K, and for any boundary point x of U lim inf s(y) ^ 0.
y->x
We shall suppose that the sheaf 3d> satisfies the following axioms : For any regular set V and any bounded (resp. lower bounded) function f on ^)V the function s on V x -ffdî s harmonic (resp. lower semi-continuous and for any regular set W, WcV, s{x) ^fsd^, rceW). It follows from this proposition that any open subset of an MP-set is also an MP-set. Hence the regular MP-sets form a basis of X and in the point c) of the definition of hyperharmonic function one may take, in the role of U,(rc), any MP-set containing x, this means independently of 5.
A numerical function s on an open set U is called nearly hyperharmonic if it is locally lower bounded and for any regular MP-set V, V c U, and for any x e= V we have
The greatest lower bound of a locally equally lower bounded set of nearly hyperharmonic functions is also nearly hyperharmonic. We have A^HA.
n6N
Indeed let y <= ^^ An and £ > 0. There exists for any n e N, n€N an Sn e ^ such that S ^n(y) < £.
TJ x n€N
Hence y e A. Let V be a regular neighbourhood of x. We have 0 < f (inf 5) AoJ < inf5 {x) = (A^) (a?) = 0. Hence it is sufficient to prove this proposition only in the case s(x) > -oo.
Let i e I such that
St(x) < + 00.
For any x e I such that Sy^ <^ ^ we denote by <x the function equal to ^ -s^ wherever s^ is finite and equal to + oo elsewhere. By the preceding lemma ^ is nearly hyperharmonic and 
Thin sets and fine topology
We say that a set A c X is thin at a point rceX-A if either x «~K. or x e ~K and there exists a hyperharmonic function s defined on a neighbourhood of x such that s{x) <; lim inf s(y).
A9y->a?
Let U be an open subset of X, s be a hyperharmonic function on U and a be a real number. We denote (U,^,a)= {x^V\s{x)<^.
The fine topology on X is the least fine topology on X for which the sets (U, It is sufficient to prove the lemma for the case x e X -A. Suppose that X -A is thin at x. Then there exists a hyper- and U be an ultra filter on X-A converging to x such that lim^ s == lim inf s(y).
X-Asy^a;
Then there exists an / such that X-(U,,.,,a,)eU. Hence
be a fine neighbourhood of x. There exists a compact set K c A which is a fine neighbourhood of x.
We may suppose that x e X-A. There exists, then, a hyperharmonic function s defined on a neighbourhood of x and a real number a such that
lim inf s(y) > a > s(x).

x-A.ay->x
Let K' be a compact neighbourhood of x such that 5 is defined on K' and s > a on K' -A. The set K= |z/eK'Ky)<aj fulfils the required conditions. Let ^ be a hyperharmonic function defined on a neighbourhood of x, a, p be real numbers such that a < s(x) < P < lim inf s{y),
and u be a harmonic function defined on a neighbourhood of x equal to 1 at x. There exists a neighbourhood U of a; Such that on U and on U -A. We have LEMMA 2.4. -Le( s be a nearly hyperharmonic function on X and x e X. TAen (/ie /ine lower limit ofs at x is equal to the lower on X and limit of s at x.
Let a be a real number smaller than the fine lower limit of s at x and A a fine neighbourhood of x such that 5>a on A. We have (lemma 1.1)
v.Ĥ ence the fine lower limit of s at re is not larger than the lower limit of s at x. Since the converse inequality is trivial, the assertion is proved.
Balayage of non-negative hyperharmonic functions
Let f be a locally lower bounded numerical function on X. We denote by R^ the greatest lower bound of the set of hyperharmonic functions which dominate f. R/ is a nearly hyperharmonic function. Let V be a regular MP-set, V c U. If s is a hyperharmonic function on X dominating /*, then the function on X equal to s on X-V and equal to x >f sdô n V is hyperharmonic and dominates also /*. We denote by tf the family of hyperharmonic functions on V of the form
where s is a hyperharmonic function on X dominating /*. Obviously for any (e tf, any regular set W, W c V, and any x e W we have Since t^x) =f*trfo)J.
inf ( = R. teô n V, it follows from proposition 1.2 that Ry is harmonic on V.
Remark. -It follows from this proposition and c) of the proposition 3.1 that if for a locally lower bounded numerical function f and for a point re e X lim sup f{y) < lim inf R/(y)
and Ry is bounded on a neighbourhood of x, then Ry is harmonic on a neighbourhood of x. The function on X equal to s on X -V and equal to min (2su 4-^? s) on V is a hyperharmonic majorant of h. Hence Ry < 2su + /i, on V. The family {hs)s is lower directed and inf h, < Rô n V. Since R/ is bounded on V we deduce by proposition 1.2 that the function inf hs is harmonic. Hence « lim sup R/y) < 2eu{x) + inf h,{x) < 2e + R/o;).
y-^-x s
£ being arbitrary we get
Remark. -It follows from propositions 3.1 and 3.3 that if f is a continuous finite function and Ry is locally bounded then R^ is continuous.
Let s be a non-negative hyperharmonic function on X and A be a subset of X. If f is the function on X equal to s on A and equal to 0 on X -A we denote a) follows from proposition 3.1 e) since the function on X equal to s on A and equal to 0 on X-A is fine lower semicontinuous. b) follows from a) and from the fact that the function on X equal to R^ on X -V and equal to x >f R^co ^coj on V is a non-negative hyperharmonic and equal to s on A. c) follows from proposition 3.1 d) since the function on X equal to ^ on A.\ and equal to 0 on X -A^ is fine lower semi-continuous. d) follows from c) and lemma 2.2. The function (' on X equal to ( on K and equal to inf ((, s") on X-K is lower semi-continuous on X and therefore, by proposition 1.1, hyperharmonic. It is obviously non-negative and on K. Hence Let tf be the family of the functions Ry, where f is a nonnegative real continuous function on X, whose support is contained in the set
{x^X\s^(x)>0}
and f <; 5s. whenever /* is positive. We have 
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Let us consider now the general case. We denote by B the subset of A where 5 + t is finite. Let re be a point where Rî s finite and s' be a non-negative hyperharmonic function on X such that 
£ and s" being arbitrary we get R?(aQ > R^x).
Similarly we get
R^x) > Rf{x).
We have, by the above considerations,
R^{x) > R^(rr) = R^x) + R°(^) > R^) + IW.
Hence
R^< > R, 4 + Râ nd the proof is complete. 
RMR^.
Let x e X. Obviously lim R^"(a;) < R^(a;).
In order to prove the converse inequality it is sufficient to assume lim R^(^) < + oo. 
we get by the preceding theorem R°^{x) + R?'"^) < Rf(aQ + R 0 "^). Obviously t is finite on B and infinite on A-B. Hence
By the preceding proposition we have lim R^(x) > a lim Rf"^) = aR^) > aR^(^).
n>oo n>oo a being arbitrary we get lim R^{x) = + oo > R^).
n^-oo
Suppose now 5 arbitrary. Let a be a real number, 0 <; a <; 1, and let us denote In the first case we get R^x) < R^x) + R^x) == R^x) < lim Rj?;(o;). 
Balayage of measures
A non-negative hyperharmonic function p on X is called potential on X if any hyperharmonic function s is non-negative it s + P is non-negative. Obviously the sum of two potentials and a non-negative hyperharmonic minorant of a potential are also potentials. 
Hence u is the greatest harmonic minorant of s and therefore the decomposition of s is unique. Let us denote now u= Atf and let U e ®. Then u = A ftwjtŜ ince any ( e tf is locally bounded the function ft.^" 17 is harmonic on U. Hence u is harmonic.
Let ( be a hyperharmonic function such that s -4-t is nonnegative. We denote by tf' the set of non-negative hyperhar-monic functions s / on X such that s' + t is non-negative. Obviously tfctf' and
Let us denote
p is non-negative hyperharmonic function and for any hyperharmonic function ( on X such that p + ( is non-negative we have
Hence p is a potential and a) =^ fc). Let x,y be two different points of X and p be a locally bounded potential, positive at x and y, and @ be the set of regular MP-sets V such that either x « V or y « V. ® is a covering of X. Let if be the smallest set of non-negative hyperharmonic functions on X containing p and such that for any (e if and V e ® the function ft^ belongs to tf. Since, by the preceding proposition Atf==0, there exists an q e tf such that either q{x) = p{x) and g(y) < p(y) or q{x) < p{x) and q{y) = p{y).
Since any element of ^ is a minorant of p and therefore a potential, q is a potential. Obviouslŷ
=^ ^). Let y be a point of the carrier of coj and s, t be two non-negative locally bounded hyperharmonic functions on X such that
For an open set U, xe U, i/«U, we denote </ _ RU 
e) ^^ a) is trivial.
In order to introduce the balayaged of a measure one has to suppose that there exists a large number of potentials on X : For that purpose we shall assume from now on that one of the equivalent conditions a)-e) is fulfilled. Obviously Bauer's Trennungsaxiom T 4 " implies the condition c). Also in Brelot's axiomatic, the existence of a positive potential implies the condition a).
The following lemma contains some of the first consequences of this hypothesis. Let if be the smallest set of non-negative hyperharmonic functions on X which contains p and such that for any q e if and any regular set V the function ft^"^ belongs to if. Since the set of non-negative continuous hyperharmonic functions s on X such that s <^ p on X and s = p outside a compact set (depending on s) contains tf, any element q of if is a finite continuous potential and p -q e 2. Hence
Since p is a potential inf q = 0.
Since p. e A and if is lower directed 0 < inf / R^ da < inf f q du. = 0, The assertion follows now from lemma 4.5.
In order to obtain further results, M. Brelot has introduced a supplimentary axiom called axiom D. This axiom asserts that for any non-negative locally bounded hyperharmonic function s and any open relatively compact set U, the restriction of R^ to U is the greatest harmonic minorant of s on U. It this axiom is fulfilled it can be proved like in [2] that any nonnegative hyperharmonic function on X is quasicontinuous or any compact subset of X. In this case the hypothesis of the theorem 4.2 is fulfilled and the relation f*sd^=f*^dĥ olds if s and A satify one of the conditions a) and b) of this theorem. Moreover if Brelot's axiom 3 is fulfilled this relation holds for any non-negative hyperharmonic function s and any subset A of X since in this case there exists a positive locally bounded potential on X. 
